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The trends right 
now re!ect all that has 
been happening in our 
world and our lives. 

People are looking to lift 
their spirits, make their 
lives easier and desire 

less maintenance.

“
“

ABOUT THE RESEARCH
In fall of 2020, Wella colorcharm paired original research with expert commentary 

to provide women with information on how to adopt these looks on their own:

Surveyed a representative sample of 1,000 
U.S. women 18-and-up, through global data and 

insights "rm Dynata, to understand their perceptions 
on hair dye and the trends they want to try.

Interviewed four colorists from Wella colorcharm’s 
Top Artist team to get the scoop on what’s trending 

in salons and how to get the look at home.

- Julie Cornejo

IN BRIEF

Wella colorcharm is on a mission to encourage 
consumers to con"dently create beautiful color 
looks at home. As we head into 2021, the brand 
has uncovered the latest hair coloring behaviors 

and the most desired trends.

Half of women are coloring 
their hair at home

Hair color is viewed as more of 
an accessory than ever before

Self-care is the top reason women 
listed for dyeing their hair at home 

At-home color could replace 
salon visits in the long run

Top trends like vivid colors, the 
money piece and chunky highlights 
are easy to create at home with 
Wella colorcharm products

Data Driven

Expert 
Credentialed

TOP FINDINGS



ABOUT THE ARTISTS

DaRico Jackson
@daricomagic

DaRico has over 30 years at the heart of hairdressing working 
across television, "lm and editorial shoots in many top 
magazines. DaRico is currently based in Los Angeles.

Julie specializes in hair color with exceptional talent in 
cutting, styling and education. She has over 25 years of 

experience of working behind the chair, serving as an 
educator and competing in industry competitions. Julie is 

currently based at The Compound Salon in Culver City, CA.

Luis Rodriguez 
@luisfernando_hair

Luis is a balayage specialist and educator with 
over 15 years of experience in the industry. His 
image is de"ned by a clean, modern style. Luis 
is currently based in Allentown, PA.

Oliver Adams 
@kolorking

Oliver is known throughout the industry for his creative !air 
for hair, as well as his dynamic presence as a hair color 

educator with Wella colorcharm where he’s been for over 20 
years. Affectionately known as the “Kolor King,” Oliver is the 

owner of Splash Studios Inc., which consists of "ve salons and 
salon suite locations in Atlanta, Georgia and Birmingham, Alabama.

Julie Cornejo 
@julie_forhair

Wella colorcharm Top Artist Team

https://www.instagram.com/daricomagic/
https://www.instagram.com/julie_forhair/
https://www.instagram.com/luisfernando_hair/
https://www.instagram.com/kolorking/


HAIR COLORING BEHAVIORS
More than half (53%) of women have dyed their hair at home since March 2020. 

Women are using a range of products from permanent dye to bold, temporary color.

Yes, I’ve dyed my hair at 
home since March 2020

Yes, I’ve dyed my hair at 
home in the past 12 months

No, I haven’t dyed my hair at home 
at all over the past 12 months

At-Home Hair Dyeing Habits
Have you dyed or colored your hair at-home since March 2020?

Hair Color Products Used for At-Home Hair Dyeing
What type of hair color have you used at home since March 2020?

14%

22%22%23%

65%

1%
Permanent 
hair color

Lightener/
bleach

Bold, 
temporary color

Demi-permanent 
hair color

Toner None of 
the above

Gen Z and Millennial women are using temporary, 
primary shades and lightener more often than 

women in the Gen X and Baby Boomer cohorts, who 
are overwhelmingly opting for permanent hair color.

53%

8%

40%

Source: Survey of 1,000 American women conducted in October 2020



Gen Z

Millenial

Gen X

Baby
 Boomer

Bold,
temporary 
color

Lightener/
bleach

Toner None of
the above

40%

29%

14%

8%

43%

33%

15%

5%

26%

20%

7%

5%

37%

23%

16%

18%

46%

61%

71%

73%

0%

1%

3%

2%

Preferred Hair Color 
Products by Generation

Demi-
permanent 
hair color Permanent 

hair color

Source: Survey of 1,000 American women conducted in October 2020



The approach to dyeing hair at home has shifted as new priorities have emerged. 
A need for self-care and viewing hair as a true accessory is more common as many 

have been isolated from their friends and family.

11%11%
14%

23%
26%

Why have you dyed your hair at home?
Why have you dyed your hair at home?

Self-care Save money 
by skipping 
the salon

Stay safe 
by skipping 
the salon

As a 
creative outlet

Boredom

of those surveyed agree if 
they knew how to dye their 
hair at home, they would 
not go back to the salon

Self-care is the top reason women 
listed for dyeing their hair at home 

followed by:

23% 

14%

saving money

staying safe by 
skipping the salon

69%

Source: Survey of 1,000 American women conducted in October 2020

Video chats and masks have 
increased the importance 
of hair looking its best and 
expressing their personal style

Half of American women 
agree that:

There is more reason than ever 
to color your hair because masks 
are making it more dif"cult to 
express your personal style 
through makeup



WHAT’S TRENDING

Trends range from simple to bold styles. 
When looking at a variety of trends from vivid 
color to face framing to chunky highlights to 

natural color, vivid color and returning to 
natural color bubble to the top. 



A third of women said that they would 
be interested in trying a vivid hair color 

(i.e. non-natural colors).

The popularity in pinks and peach hair 
have shown up more since the 

pandemic. I think the inability to get 
out of the house has created a surge 
of experimenters that wanted to try 

primary color, whom otherwise wouldn’t 
be able to because of their jobs.

“

“

- DaRico Jackson

Roughly 1 in 4 women want to 
return to their natural color.

After quarantine, a lot of people 
just want to go back to their natural 
hair color. I have been doing a lot of 
this once we got back to the salon.

“ “

- Luis Rodriguez

Out of all color trends, women 65+ are most 
interested in testing out the money piece, a 
chunkier, face framing root to tip highlight 

perfect for brightening up your face.

The money piece is de"nitely a trend 
that is a new constant in my salons! 

I get at least 3-4 request for face 
framing, chunky highlights every day. 

“ “

– Oliver Adams



33%

21% 21%

18%

11%

35%

22%
20%

16%

12%

Vivid colors (e.g. 
peach, blue)

Face frame 
(money piece)

Gray hairChunky highlightsGoing back to natu-
ral hair color

Familiar With

Want to Try

Interest in Trending Hair Colors
Which of the following trends in hair color are you 
interested in trying and/or would you try at home?

Interest in Trend, by Age Group
Which of the following trends in hair color are you interested in trying at home?

18%

28%

18%

22%

25%
24%

21%
20%

19%

10%

42%

15%

22%

16%

11%

44%

13%

25%

14%

7%

Vivid colors (e.g. 
peach, blue)

Face frame 
(money piece)

Going back to natu-
ral hair color

Chunky highlights Gray hair

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Source: Survey of 1,000 American women conducted in October 2020



A CLOSER LOOK
AT WHAT’S TRENDING

VIVID & PRIMARY COLORS
Vivid and primary colors offer many  

levels of customization from shades to color 
intensity to placement. The key to achieving 

bold, bright vivid colors is pre-lightening 
the hair prior to application.



WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING
Peach, violet and amethyst are all trending, easy to create colors.

Pink, peach and coral hues are so easy to 
recreate at home and are easy to customize 
  the shade intensity. It’s best for hair that’s 
a level 6 (medium/light blonde) or higher.

Violet hair is very popular all year round, but 
especially in cooler months. I like this look because 
it is super easy to re-create. If you have dark hair, 
simply lighten the areas using Wella colorcharm 

Powder Lightener to the hair you want to be violet/
purple and lift to a medium blonde or a caramel color. 
Then, add Wella colorcharm PAINTS in Purple or any 
of the Berry shade collection, Mulberry, Strawberry 
and Raspberry. We get to create a shade of purple 

at least twice a week at the salon.

“

“

– Luis Rodriguez

KEY PRODUCTS

Wella colorcharm PAINTS

Wella colorcharm Powder Lightner

PAINTS is the best for beautiful 
hair art. It comes in the best exotic 

colors on the market in terms of tones, 
longevity, and ease of application. 

“ “

– Oliver Adams

PRO TIP!

@Momjeansandshears__ 

@_jojo.linette_

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGiPrtqgPvS/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CFZ-U1YjBVn/


A CLOSER LOOK
AT WHAT’S TRENDING

THE MONEY PIECE
For instant brightness, try the money piece, 
a face-framing highlight that starts at your 

root and continues through the ends of your 
hair. This look can be done with lightener or 

primary colors for a pop of color.



– Luis Rodriguez

Use Wella colorcharm Painting 
Lightening System to prelighten 

the money piece or your fringe/bangs. 
Lift to a beautiful blonde and then 
add PAINTS for a beautiful splash 

of bold color! 

“

“

– Oliver Adams

The money piece is the most 
wanted look right now in the 

salon. It creates beautiful 
lightness around the face and 

it is super easy to create.

“ “

KEY PRODUCTS

Wella colorcharm Painting 
Lightening System

PRO TIP!

@kateashleyhair

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING

https://www.instagram.com/p/B-Z9YJMDSz4/


A CLOSER LOOK
AT WHAT’S TRENDING

CHUNKY HIGHLIGHTS
Chunky highlights are making a comeback and is a great build 
to your money piece. These highlights are usually 1-2 inches 
wide and are meant to create a stark contrast against your 
natural hair color. Similar, to the face-framing look, these 

highlights can be done in bold primary colors or natural hues.



KEY PRODUCTS

Wella colorcharm 
Demi-Permanent Hair Color

Wella colorcharm Painting 
Lightening System

Start by taking a 1-2 inch chunk of 
hair from any area of the head that 

you want to highlight and bring 
attention to. Gently back comb the hair 

in the section closest to the scalp, leaving 
a 1 inch cushion at the base of the 

section with the ends free. Apply the 
Wella colorcharm color of your choice, 

like Demi-Permanent Hair Color or 
PAINTS and enjoy your nice new chunk!

“

“

– DaRico Jackson

Chunky highlights are coming back 
on trend. I do this look multiple times 

per day at the salon. I love that it 
provides a multidimensional look.

“ “

– Luis Rodriguez

PRO TIP!

@disco13unny @leahscanlon

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGX2NXlnfs-/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CFDBtLBgp7T/


A CLOSER LOOK
AT WHAT’S TRENDING

BACK TO NATURAL COLOR
On the other end of the spectrum, women are 
also interested in going back to their natural 
hues to eliminate complex salon services or 

regular trips to the salon.



My favorite way to do this is using a 
Wella colorcharm Demi-Permanent Hair 

Color because it adds shine and its 
ammonia free, which is really gentle to 
the hair and adds lots of shine. For long 

lasting results and multidimensional 
shine, apply on dry hair from roots to 

end and process for 30 minutes.

“

“

Return to natural or one tone 
shades is great because it is 

low maintenance and can be easily 
maintained with Wella colorcharm 

Demi-Permanent Hair Color.

“ “

KEY PRODUCTS

Wella colorcharm 
Demi-Permanent Hair Color

– Luis Rodriguez

– Julie Cornejo

PRO TIP!

@hairbyannechau

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING

https://www.instagram.com/p/CG5W1deAdQl/


ABOUT WELLA COLORCHARM

Wella colorcharm offers a range of hair coloring and lightening products, 
created to achieve exceptional long-lasting results for all hair types.

• Wella colorcharm permanent shades are available in both liquid and gel 
formula, for reliable results while covering up to 100% gray hair.

• Wella colorcharm demi-permanent hair color is ammonia-free 
and great for blending grays, adding shine and enhancing color.

• Wella colorcharm PAINTS is a semi-permanent creative color line, with 
17 intermixable shades free of ammonia, peroxide or parabens.

• Wella colorcharm powder Lightener is perfect for 
multipurpose lightening on and off scalp

• Wella colorcharm PAINTING is ammonia free, for 
natural looking highlights with no foils needed.

Wella colorcharm is available at Sally Beauty and Amazon.

For inquiries and interview requests, please contact:
Allison Cohen, acohen@devriesglobal.com

mailto:achoen@devriesglobal.com



